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Legislative Measures for
Privatization
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Modern Management Theory
Privatization attempt can prove to be successful if it is accompanied by the introduction of the
modern management theory as presented below:
(1) Implementation of Performance-Based Remuneration System
Under the performance-based remuneration system salaries/wages are paid not for the
number of work years and ability, but for the results of the work.
The crucial point to make it successful is the introduction of management by objectives. It
is to set up one’s own work objectives in consultation with one’s superior, and manage
one’s own work in order to achieve the objectives.
An independent- minded worker’s will and action bring about a higher corporate income,
and the remuneration in accordance with the extent of the contribution to corporate
income in turn makes him more independent-minded. This way, a fa vorable circle is
created.
An individual desired is not a salaried man making a living subservient to the company,
but a business man willing to create his own job from the cost-benefit perspective.
In the management by objectives, emphasis is placed on the development of employees’
ability and willingness, which will ultimately result in the overall elevation of corporate
performances.
Differences between daily work and management by objectives
Item

Daily work

Management by objectives
Ability
Performance
development
elevation

Objectives

Execute work
smoothly

Elevation of
employees’ ability

State of work

Repetitive work

Improvement of
work

How to decide
work

Given by superior

Decide by oneself

How to proceed
with work

Maintaining status
quo

Improvement of
the current status

Management of
work

Checked and
followed by
superior

Self-management,
self-decision
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Elevation of
corporate
performances
Renovation of work
Connect with
superior’s
objectives
Breakthrough of
the current status
Self-management
plus superior’s
advice
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In the management by objectives, options are prepared by the company, the choices are
left to the individuals and the individuals are responsible for the results.
(2) Nurturing of Motivation
To lead the management by objectives to a successful end, the nurturing of motivation is
very important.
To nurture employees’ motivation, the investment in education for an elevation of skills
and capacity is necessary.
A high motivation is generated in an organizational climate where there are mutual trust,
respect and warmth between a leader and subordinates.
In a motivated/activated organization, its members share the same objectives/values, and
together try to actively realize them.
In a good organizational climate, plus-oriented evaluation like “appreciating the
challenges” is positively adopted.
In an advanced organizational climate, self-operating ability and corporate synergy are
maximized.
5 requirements for a competent person:
Creativity, flexibility, decision-making ability, professionalism and specialty.
(3) Profitability Focused Management
The salient point of the performance-based remuneration system is that it is connected to
the managerial indices such as the current profit to the total assets ratio, capital efficiency
and cash flow.
A water company is required to first set the price of water and then calculate materials,
personnel, distribution and other cost accordingly (subtraction management) instead of
determining the price of water by adding materials, personnel, distribution and other costs
(addition management).
(4) Organizational Renovation
Reorganization should be carried out to do away with the pyramid-type personnel system
by making an organization slimmer and flatter.
Specifically, business unit system as a typical tool of decentralization should be realized,
where the role of the head office is limited to the formulation of corporate strategy,
resources allocation and outside relations, and business units are formed as profit centers
based on the contents or territories of activities.
Under the system the organizational strata are lessened, the central management functions
are diminished (making indirect functions slimmer) and middle ma nagement personnel
are reduced.
Each business unit is a complete one having production and sales functions. Therefore,
this system can adapt itself to the individual market in a quick and most appropriate
manner.
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The system thus contributes to quicker decision- making, more profit and less
organizational cost.
To bring about management renovation it is sometimes useful to create a new organization
separated from the routine work. The planning department is often created to realize such
renovation.
A representative business unit system is that under the management, planning department,
administrative department and several business units are formed, and each business unit is
composed of planning/administrative, production and sales divisions.
(5) Consumers’ Satisfaction
It is now an established theory that the growth of a company is achieved by the multiplier
effects of consumers’ satisfaction and employees’ satisfaction, both of which are closely
connected.
Among the most important management concepts are the best customer services or
thinking from the side of customers and a positive contribution to the society.
In short the point is to sell what clients want.
(6) Strategic Management
Strategic management consists of management vision, management strategy, management
plan, execution of management and daily work.
Corporate vision is followed by corporate strategy, which is followed by individual
strategies based on strategic business units.
5 functions of an organization:
Planning, decision- making, coordination, execution and evaluation. A strategy fails
sometimes because of insufficient evaluation and feedback.
(7) Integration of IT Revolution
Through the prevalence of the IT, the source of corporate values has changed from
operational efficiency to innovation.
This “informationalization” must be integrated into organizational renovation.
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